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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
In 2001, Corel began an aggressive campaign to add XML to their 
advanced publishing products line. They realized that XML could take 
content development and management to a new level. XML lets users 
create content that they can categorize, search, re-use, and format 
automatically. No one understood the power of XML better than 
SoftQuad, which Corel acquired in 2001. SoftQuad had long played an 
instrumental role in the development of document-centric technologies.  
 
Corel recently shared with ZapThink its strategy for tying together its 
SoftQuad, Ventura Publisher, and other product lines into a cohesive 
mix applicable for content developers and publishers alike. The results 
offer a compelling set of solutions for the corporate enterprise looking 
to adopt XML as a component of its content development and delivery. 
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Corel: Long Time Leaders in PublishingCorel: Long Time Leaders in PublishingCorel: Long Time Leaders in PublishingCorel: Long Time Leaders in Publishing    
    

As Corel states in its corporate motto, “a visual idea is more powerful than a verbal idea.” 
Certainly, the company exemplifies this motto in all its major product lines: WordPerfect, Corel 
Draw, Ventura Publisher, Bryce, iGrafx, and now XMetaL. However, as the company is aware, 
the very nature of publishing is transforming from proprietary, desktop-based authoring to 
standards-based, enterprise-wide authoring using open technologies such as XML and HTML.  
 
As this landscape is changing, so too are the requirements for Corel’s product line. As a 
result, the company has been making aggressive and strategic additions to its product roster. 
Most notable of these additions is the acquisition of SoftQuad and its industry-leading XMetaL 
product. With the addition of this product, and subsequent integration with the rest of the 
product family, Corel is establishing itself as a potent competitor in the XML content creation 
and publishing market. 
 
As part of this shift, the company has organized itself into three major product lines:  
 
! Corel -- Serving home and small business customers with popular desktop 

applications such as CorelDRAW and WordPerfect Family Pack 
! procreate – Expressly designed for creative professionals and comprised of Painter, 

KPT effects and KnockOut 
! deepwhite – Delivering solutions for enterprise customers in the areas of content 

creation, enterprise process management and technical graphics. 
    
SoftQuad: A Pioneer in the Development of XML EditingSoftQuad: A Pioneer in the Development of XML EditingSoftQuad: A Pioneer in the Development of XML EditingSoftQuad: A Pioneer in the Development of XML Editing    
 

SoftQuad has long played an instrumental role in the development of document-centric 
technologies. First they pioneered SGML development, and then burst into the HTML world 
with their HoTMetaL product. They then set their sights on the XML space and are off to a 
spectacular running start. While many tools for the creation of XML documents exist, what 
differentiates SoftQuad’s XMetaL product from the crowd is its focus on usability. SoftQuad’s 
main goal is to allow XML to be used by the masses so that the benefits of XML-based 
systems can be realized in economies of scale. 
  
SoftQuad has combined their expertise learned from creating SGML products and their 
experience in providing a mass-market HTML tool. XMetaL combines the power of the SGML 
tool with the general usability of the HTML product. XMetaL is an environment for creating 
content front-ends. Companies use XMetaL as the content front-end that takes advantage of 
the benefits provided by XML on the back-end. The XMetaL product targets content 
developers that have been skipped by other content creation utilities – simplifying the ability 
to create flexible and intelligent documents and bringing the “domain expert” closer to the 
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document creation. SoftQuad aims at reducing the cost of content creation and reducing the 
expense of ongoing content maintenance.  
 

XMetaL 3.0XMetaL 3.0XMetaL 3.0XMetaL 3.0    
 
In December 2001, SoftQuad released version 3.0 of the XMetaL application. The primary 
feature of this release was support for XML Schema. SoftQuad noted that while XML Schema 
is a practical and powerful way to define XML document structure and validity, it is 
complicated and sometimes confusing to implement. Their tool provides a simplified means 
for XML Schema definition and use. 
 
XMetaL provides authoring aids that help create valid markup, using multiple different views, 
a context-sensitive Attribute Inspector and Element List for inserting valid tags, real time rules 
checking, keyboard macros, a spell checker and thesaurus, and an advanced search and 
replace engine. XMetaL supports all forms of XML documents that are well-formed or 
validated against DTDs or Schema. The system supports the DOM, OASIS catalogs, and 
features UTF-16 (Unicode) encoding. The system provides an editable Structure View that 
enables easy navigation through XML documents. ODBC data sources can be accessed 
through XMetaL’s Database Import Wizard, which allows complex queries to be cached. This 
data is then inserted into the document as HTML or XML content.  
 
In addition, XMetaL provides a COM-based client/server based environment as well as a Java 
API and Windows Scripting Host features for integration and automation of functions. XMetaL 
includes a published API for building bridges with other COM-based applications. Products 
such as Lightspeed Astoria, Documentum 4i ECM, Software AG Tamino and Vignette V6 
Content Suite have integrated with the XMetaL product in this fashion. While XMetaL doesn’t 
include a facility for Schema creation, the product includes a trial version of XML Authority by 
Extensibility to create, convert, and manage XML Schema.  
 

XMetaL + Ventura = VXMetaL + Ventura = VXMetaL + Ventura = VXMetaL + Ventura = Ventura 10entura 10entura 10entura 10    
 

However, XMetaL doesn’t sit alone in the Corel product line. In fact, it has become a critical 
component of Corel’s enterprise strategy. Case in point: Corel is integrating XMetaL with the 
Ventura product line to produce Ventura 10, slated for release in September 2002. The 
enhanced product will be able to accept XML input, combine this input with rich graphics 
design, and automatically produce content to a variety of output formats including PDF. 
 
ZapThink believes that the concept of Single Source Publishing is a compelling ROI story for 
most enterprises that produce and publish content. The main concept of Single Source 
Publishing (SSP) is that content can be generated in a single format--XML--and then published 
in a variety of presentation formats and methods using transformation techniques and on-the-
fly publishing. Often SSP is also called Multi-Channel Publishing and Cross-Media Publishing. 
What differentiates SSP from other methods of producing multi-channel content is that XML is 
the key to simplifying the process and making it non-proprietary. In this vein, Corel is clearly 
making a strong push to enter and play in the SSP space with its Ventura 10 product. 

 
The addition of XMetaL to the mix allows Corel to separate the workflow for creating content: 
create content in XMetaL, and then publish it in Ventura. This separation of workflow relates 
to the actual separation of tasks--where content and business experts create the XML and 
visual design, and layout experts create the publication format. This workflow differs from 
standard word processing in which the same individuals typically handle both content 
creation and publishing on the same computer.  
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Smart GraphicsSmart GraphicsSmart GraphicsSmart Graphics    
 
Corel has taken an even more bold and unique approach in its XML-enabled product line with 
its addition of Smart Graphics technology. While the technology has yet to be realized as any 
particular product in the Corel product line, it nonetheless represents a bold statement as to 
where Corel is taking its adoption of XML and Web Services. 
 
Smart Graphics aims to put a visual interface on top of Web Services--or more specifically, on 
top of data and content retrieved from sources using Web Services calls. Increasingly, data 
will be more accessible through Web Services interfaces. However, this information has no 
presentation format associated with it. That’s the beauty of Web Services – the 
implementation is separated from the interface and the presentation. While emerging XML-
based formats are calling for a standard user interface for these Web Services calls, there is 
no such format for visual representation of data. As such, Smart Graphics aims to merge XML-
based Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) with Web Services and XSL to create intelligent control 
and display of user data. Using this technology, Corel hopes to forge ahead with the visual 
representation of data. If “a picture is worth a thousand words,, then surely “a dynamic 
interface is worth 1,000 pictures.” 
 

ZapThink TakeZapThink TakeZapThink TakeZapThink Take    
 
SoftQuad's XMetaL product is a time-tested, robust application for XML content creation 
combined with a credible strategy for integrating with Content Management systems. The 
company's established positions within the SGML and HTML markets lend credibility to its 
entry in the XML market, and XMetaL remains a strong competitive challenger to any XML 
editor on the market.  The addition of SoftQuad to the Corel line has definitely helped to 
bolster the credibility and viability of Corel’s XML strategy. 
 
Furthermore, the acquisition of SoftQuad allows Corel to expand its traditional user base 
beyond content authors to include enterprise content managers. This expansion means that 
there are new customers for Corel as well as new potential partners. In fact, we should pay 
close attention to Corel as it makes increasingly more inroads into the enterprise content 
development and delivery markets, and expands its presence in the Content Lifecycle.  
 
The following diagram shows ZapThink’s view of the Content Lifecycle and the various 
integration points between content components: 
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While XMetaL provides a compelling offering, it does experience competition from a number 
of fronts. Arbortext, another vendor experienced in the SGML arena, has a compelling product 
that offers similar functionality. SoftQuad says that their advantage over the Arbortext product 
is that they have built their XML tool from scratch, rather than retrofit an SGML application as 
Arbortext has done. Altova’s XML Spy also competes with XMetaL from a document creation 
perspective. While SoftQuad has oriented XMetaL towards content users and creators, with 
the merger with Corel, this dynamic may soon be changing. 
  
Even more interesting is the way in which Corel is adopting XMetaL and XML technologies. 
Instead of looking to do simple import and export features within the product, Corel is looking 
to establish deep support of XML within the product and using this support to change the way 
in which it interacts with its customers. Surely, this approach will result in new opportunities 
for the company as well as new challenges. ZapThink expects that the market is ripe for the 
technologies that Corel is introducing. 
 
Furthermore, the addition of the Smart Graphics suite, expected XML enhancements to the 
WordPerfect product line, and an interesting partnership announcement with XyEnterprise for 
Content Management are making Corel a company to watch in the near future. 
 

Profile: CorelProfile: CorelProfile: CorelProfile: Corel    (July 2002)    
Date Founded: 1985 
Funding: Publicly-held (NASDAQ: CORL, TSE: COR) 
CEO / President: Derek Burney 
Employees: 950  
Profiled Products: 

• Ventura 
• XMetaL 
• WordPerfect 
• Smart Graphics 

Address: 
1600 Carling Avenue 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada K1Z 8R7 

URL: www.corel.com  
Main Phone: 613-728-0826 
Contacts: 

Andre Fuochi andref@maverickpr.com  
Jessica Gould jessica.gould@corel.com  

 
 
Related ResearchRelated ResearchRelated ResearchRelated Research    

• XML in the Content Lifecycle Report (ZTR-CL100) 
• Web Services Technologies and Trends Report (ZT-WEBSERV) 
• HyperVision ZapNote (ZTZN-0249) 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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